
Background: statement of practice:

My work in visual art, writing and lecturing undertakes a nonjudgmental synthesis of
historical and cultural materials. I use chance-oriented and somatic tools to break down
and dematerialize features of both the sources I engage and the techniques I engage.
Seemingly incidental operations such as coincidence, failure, fit, and homophony
become part of the process of research and revelation.

As a critic and historian, I am especially interested in the way that these operations
reveal nonlinear forms of relationship and communication latent in my source materials.
Key to both process and meaning is the notion that investigations unlock cultural as well
as personal aspects of ‘involuntary memory.’

Jorge Luis Borges’ statement, “reality is partial to symmetry and slight anachronisms”
bookends one half of this dialogue, with the other side being met by Paul Celan’s
assertion, “la poésie ne s’impose plus. Elle s’expose.” (“poetry no longer imposes. It
exposes itself”)

Between the two are the hallmarks of negative capability: freedom, fear, agency, and
responsibility.



Summary of exhibition concept

The Servant presented a body of work developed from writing produced by my father
recounting his experiences as a field medic in the Korean War. Items of his clothing
along with other found garments were used to produce the corpus of supports for hybrid
works of painting and assemblage. The use of the word ‘servant’ refers to the Latin root
of the rank of ‘sergeant’, and also to the “Songs of the Suffering Servant” in the Book of
Isaiah that describe an ambiguous person or people in the roles of intercessor, prophet
and sacrifice.

Context

This work was developed in response to fragmentary writing produced by my father in
the mid-1960s related to his service as a frontline combat medic during the Korean War.
Discovering this writing in 2016, some 25 years after his death in 1990, I formed a plan
to develop a body of work based on my experience of reading this memoir. I applied for
and received a BC Arts Council Production Grant in 2018. Following some delays
arising from the pandemic, the first iteration of the ongoing body of work, entitled The
Servant was exhibited at Deluge Contemporary Art in Victoria, BC in September 2021.

The exhibited works represented responses to the first ¼ of the memoir; this past spring
I received a second Production Grant to continue its development.

Materials and processes

The paintings undertake the deconstruction of conventional painting materials,
techniques and supports: dense paint films accumulate through pouring and scraping in
a way that both arises from and speaks to an embodied automatism; canvasses and
stretchers are dismantled and reconstructed with the aid of craft-related techniques



such as papier-mâché and sewing; sculptural approaches develop in a parasitic
relationship to the premise of painting as both image and object.

The incorporation of sewing as a material approach in my practice began with the use of
a Burberry trench coat that served to both address my father directly (it was his coat)
and the history of Burberry’s designs for military garments. [see below: process images
of trenched lacrimal ducts (2010-20).] This led to the use of clothing sourced directly
from members of my family. This widening circle of salvage spoke to the degree to
which both my father’s experiences and their intergenerational echo had become
subjects in this work.

Each painting was completed with the addition of a collage-poem made from the ‘found’
text of a photocopied page of the original source text [see below: process image of
collage poem process for river under the liberator (September, 2021).] This re-
textualizing of my father’s memoir served to reorient its trauma-content towards a space
of transformative poetics where rehabilitation becomes possible. The resulting
poem-collages (which are neither transcribed for publication nor read to an audience)
are pinned to the paintings as both coeval and closure to a work’s surface and its
history. Phrases borrowed from a poem contribute to the naming of its painting.



Installed in exhibition, the paintings appeared to be both abstract and referencing of the
body. This dual character addresses the potential of materially dense abstraction to
present a rupture in painterly language with implications of an ‘injured’ figuration. Roots
of this approach are for instance relatable to the work of wartime artists such as Jean
Fautrier, Alberto Burri, Alberto Giacometti and Francis Bacon. The use of media such as
paper-mâche or carton-pierre (a material with a history of theatrical artifice) and found
fabric develops these tendencies further, presenting bodies of painting that, extended
through stagecraft and salvage, are also bodies of historical theatre.



Description of Performance Reading

As a complement to the compression that appears in the collage-poems, created a
parallel, performative text that intervenes into the memoir’s fragmentary character. The
performance text reversed the strategy of the collage poems by selecting fragments of
the memoir and expanding them through the use of quotations from other sources.

These sources included works by authors selected from my father’s former library such
as  Jean Cocteau, René Char, Blaise Cendrars, Guillaume Apollinaire, Bertold Brecht,
Arthur Rimbaud, Jorge Luis Borges, Robert Browning, Jean-Paul Sartre, Federico
García Lorca, and Cesar Vallejo. Several of these sources (Char, Cendrars, Apollinaire,
and others) were, like my father, soldier-poets.

This text, intended to be read before an audience with the collaboration of one or more
readers, was first performed at an artist’s talk at Deluge Contemporary Art, Victoria, on
October 8th, 2021 with the help of reader Valentina Cambiazo, who read the
Spanish-language portions of the text. This collaboration was an allusion to my father’s
experiences, as a Latinx person growing up in Los Angeles, of thinking in Spanish as
well as\ English, as well as my own divided ethnicity, in which my fragmentary
understanding of Spanish reinforces an internal othering of my Hispanic heritage.



Like the paintings, the performance poems are an extension of my experience of
reading the memoir, and so represent an ongoing project.

Reflection and development

The revelation of my father’s war memoir led me to pursue issues of Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder suffered by soldiers in relation to intergenerational trauma. This project
has led me to explore hidden narratives of trauma as they play out in both individual
memory and collective family and social history.

An underlying concern of my practice as an artist, teacher and writer is to explore the
role of ‘making’ in accessing and addressing experiences (including traumatic
experiences) that demand a renewed relationship to language. Observing struggles with
mental health issues in my family history over multiple generations has underscored the
urgency of these issues for me.

This project was personal. As the son of a PTSD sufferer, I seek ongoing closure on
questions related to ways my relationships (including my relationship to practice) have
been shaped by inherited characteristics and modeled behaviour. Making has become
the link between the burden of shared history and the embodied communication
necessary to communicate and overcome disorder in the present.



Goals and implications

2023 will mark the seventieth anniversary of the end of the Korean War; firsthand
witness of this experience will soon pass out of living memory. The political legacy of
this conflict remains dangerously unresolved, becoming one more symptom of an
endemic insecurity that is experienced as both a personal and historical haunting.

It is my hope that this work, with its densely tactile physical presence and rootedness in
experiences of service, witness and survival, can assist others in the process of
externalizing, exposing and forgiving their ghosts.

[Below: detail of with wings closed to know only sung instruction (2002-2021).]




